
s191V
High performances machining center
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SWISS
MADE

s191V, THE FLEXIBLE
MODULARITY

The cast iron machine base ensures the highest rigidity, vibration dampening and static 
counterweight, granting the best surface qualities and shortest cycle times. Configured as a 3, 4 
or 5 axis machine, with or with out turning, the Bumotec s191V permits multiple operations on
one machine.
The combination of milling and turning allows the manufacturing of a large varie ty of complex parts 
in tough and precious materials.

The Bumotec s191 VERTICAL is the combination 
of proven Swiss Made mechanics and state-of-
the-art CNC control and drive technology. 

Micro-Mechanics Watch-Making Electronics



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Exceptional accuracy
5 simultaneous axis machining
Mill/turn combined 
Upscale speed and dynamics
Minimal footprint
Acceleration 1.2 g
Linear drives
30,000 min-1 in 1.5 s
B axis swivel 0° to 90° in 0.35 s
Tool magazine 30 / 60 or 90 pockets
Excellent thermal stability

Medical Aerospace Jewelry
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DIRECT DRIVE TECHNOLOGY AND 
OUTSTANDING THERMAL STABILITY

Linear drive technology
Linear drives in the horizontal plane
Linear drive technology is the Bumotec 
difference in precision, speed, surface 
finish and stability.

Reduction of manufacturing time
Time savings comparison of machine 
equipped with linear motor slides vs. 
ball screw.

More linear motor advantages
- Reduction of non-productive times 
- Better contouring accuracy at higher 

speeds due to better dynamics.

Comparison Linear Drives vs. Ball Screw Spindles

Criterion Linear motor Ball screw spindle

Acceleration Up to 1.2 g 0.9 g physical limitation of the ball screw

Speed
Large, limited by linear guidance 
and the measuring system

Physical limitation of the ball screw

Wear
Little, the guidance is the 
only wear part

High, especially at high speeds and 
accelerations

Reliability Very high High

Number of mechanical 
elements

Little Big

Cooling system Indispensable (Indispensable due to high speeds)

Backlash None Little but steadly growing with wear

 Higher precision and repeatability
 Better surface finish
 Faster cycle times
 Reduced Maintenance

08.00 Start production
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DIRECT DRIVE TECHNOLOGY AND 
OUTSTANDING THERMAL STABILITY

Surface quality
The best possible mechanical accuracy, 
state-of-the-art CNC and linear 
technology delivers exceptional surface 
finishing, the shortest cycle times and 
excellent tool life. 
Below: A winding Rotor weight 
demonstrates the accuracy and intricate 
engraving capabilities of the s191 V.

Thermal stability
A separate cooling circuit with 
monitored temperature ensures 
an extremely stable manufacturing 
process, eliminating long warm up 
cycles and tolerance chasing from 
shift interruptions.

The reduction of 
mechanical components 
helps eliminate vibrations and 
wear, ensuring a steep increase in 
precision and positioning, even at 
high speeds. The result is excep-
tional surface quality and 
excellent tool life.

Criterion Linear motor Ball screw spindle

Acceleration Up to 1.2 g 0.9 g physical limitation of the ball screw

Speed
Large, limited by linear guidance 
and the measuring system

Physical limitation of the ball screw

Wear
Little, the guidance is the 
only wear part

High, especially at high speeds and 
accelerations

Reliability Very high High

Number of mechanical 
elements

Little Big

Cooling system Indispensable (Indispensable due to high speeds)

Backlash None Little but steadly growing with wear

Roundness: 1.4µm

Passe 2 2.0µm/div

ISO 230-4 Circular deviations

X, Y 360 test 2  
Instrument BallbarQC10
Machine Bumotec s191V
Operateur gachoudb
Date 03.09.15 17h18
Circular deviations (SAH)
Value 55.1µin = .0000393720 in
Testing parameters
Radius 1.9688 in
Calibration Frequency 41.667Hz
Feedrate 19.685 in/min
Cutting procedure SAH
Measuring plane XY
Measuring position
Starting angle 270°
Exit angle 270°
Angular overlap 180°

Contouring precision
The combination of linear drives and 
.0000003937 in glass scales facilitates 
outstanding levels of precision and 
interpolation quality.
Below: Renishaw BallBarTest printout 
(radius 1.97 in).

Example of unmanned manufac-
turing in automatic mode. One 
observes the little dimensional 
dispersion and the perfect
compliance with tolerances
at the restart after an 8 hours 
interruption.

24.00 Stop 8 h Stand still 08.00 Start production
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A COMPLETE RANGE
 Adapted solutions for each individual challenge
 Multiple combinations possible
 Combined mill/turn machining

Multiple machining choices
Multi-angle 5-side mill/turn machining.
Complete complex parts in one set-up from a blank or short bar. 
Simplified manufacturing options grants exceptional flexibility.

Technical data
Max. bar length:  15.74 in
Max. bar diameter: Ø1.41 in
(collets F-type or jaw-chuck 
clamping systems)

In option, the bar pusher with 
unloading gripper supports unattended 
manufacturing.

 

Clamping system
A large selection of clamping 
devices provides the best solutions 
for machining from a blank or from 
bar.



C1

C1

C1

Y
X

Z

B

C-axis can receive multiple 
clamping systems
Up to 6,000 rpm (optional)

Fixed machining table
19.68 x 11.81 in with T-slots. 
To increase flexibility, a turn/mill 
C-axis can be integrated in the table. 
Power: 20 hp
Torque: 50 ft-lbs
Max: 6,000 rpm

C-axis rotation Ø11.81 in
Torque:  167 ft-lbs 
(direct drive) 250 rpm
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THE MACHINING 
SPINDLE

High speed and torque
Outstanding rigidity
Designed for longevity

Swivelling B-Axis

The machining spindle carrier axis is controlled by a torque 
motor with 167 ft-lbs (250 Nm on the «Plus» model)
integrating the following advantages: 
- Outstanding positionning and movement 

response characteristics
- Excellent surface quality 
- High speed design (0° to 90° in 0.35 s) 
- Free of any backlash 
- Zero lifetime wear

Through spindle coolant
The spindle is designed for through spindle 
coolant pressure up to 1,450 PSI.

B-axis and spindle cooling
Outstanding results during 5-axis simultaneous machining and TCP 
(ToolCenterPoint) pro gramming. Stable dependable accuracy
 at all times.

Shock protection
An ingeniuous design guarantees precise 
positioning of non-rota ting tools  
(e.g. turning) at 8 x 45º while protecting 
transmission of shocks to the hybrid bear-
ings for exceptional longevity.

Oil-Air lubrication
Supporting high spindle speeds 
and longevity.

Speed and Longevity
Ceramic hybrid ball
bearings support: 
- High acceleration 
- High constant speed 
- High rigidity

Sealing
A pressurized labyrinth seal keeps 
contaminants out.

Advantages of the spindle



B 140°

+115°

-25°

B-Axis Power S1 / S6 Torque S1 / S6

5.8 hp 78 / 167 ft-lbs

Working 
Spindle

Power S1 / S6 Torque S1 / S6

10.7 hp (12.9 hp) 7.0 / 8.5 ft-lbs

B-Axis Power S1 / S6 Torque S1 / S6

5.8 hp 122 / 248 ft-lbs

Working 
Spindle

Power S1 / S6 Torque S1 / S6

17.4 hp (21.5 hp) 9.2 ft-lbs (11.4 ft-lbs) 

High ramp-up / ramp-down with  
the Bumotec working spindle
The spindle ramps-up in an instant to 
correspond with the high positioning 
speed of the axes.

s191H Ø1.26 / 1.97 in s191H Ø2.56 in Plus

B-Axis
Swivelling spindle
The machining spindle is mounted on 
B-axis direct drive with 167 ft-lbs 
(250 on the «plus» model).
The generous swivel range grants 
uncompromised machining access at 
all angles for a perfect 5  sided part.

HSK40 or CAPTO C4
Different toolholder interfaces adapted 
to the customers machining need  
allow the exploitation of the latest  
cutting tool technology available.

- Anglage
- 40,000 min-1

- Package horizontal rectification (hard material machining)

Optional functions
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FANUC 31i CONTROL

Ease-of-use
Bumotec has developped a vast array of 
smooth interactive subroutines, helping 
to simplify the programming.

All machine setting
A lot of the menus are dedicated to the basic 
characteristics of the machine.
So, the machining programs are not relating to 
the specific machine data . Full interchangeability 
between the machines is given.

 Latest generation CNC
 User friendly Bumotec man-machine-interfaces

Function TCP, G43.4 H_; 
TCP function (tool center point)
for 5 axis machining controls the
movement at the tool center
point to follow the programmed
path even if the tool axis direction 
changes.
Machining path 
Programmed path 

Function G43.5 I_J_K_H_Q_; 
This function facilitates the 
programming angle of the B axis.
Tool axis I,J,K
Tool length H

Function G41.2 D; G42.2 D 
5 axis radius compensation
This negates the need for 
recalculation of the tool path
in the CAM module during tool
replacement, increasing
productivity.
Tool path 
Programmed path 

3D radius compensation
Detect tool path interfaces
even tool sizes are larger 
than programmed path  
Larger tool radius 
Small tool path 
Programmed path  

Workpiece setting
The workpiece setting error is de-
tected through measuring cycles 
which determine the setting error 
and automatically correct the error 
prior to initiating the standard part 
program.

CNC Functions
A wide range of CNC functions are integrated into the 
package to increase complex machining capabi lities. 
Below: function examples
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Tool magazine 30 / 60 / 90 pockets
Milling / turning tools are stored in a 

disc magazine. The design allows easy 
access, fast visual tool inspection and an 
intelligent interface for monitoring tool 
operating time. 
Tool change time: 1.8 sec.

HSK40 E25 HSK40 E16 HSK40 E16 lang HSK40 for 
cutting - off

HSK40 turning
10 x 10 or 12 x 12

HSK40 turning
monobloc

THE TOOL MAGAZINE

 30 / 60 / 90 tool pockets
 HSK40 or Capto C4
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AUTOMATION

 Upscale autonomy 
 Unmanned production

Automation
A completely integrated loading/unload-
ing unit enables highest autonomy at 
lowest invest. No referencing needed 
when changing parts. 
Parts handling through spindle grippers 
in the working spindle ( stored in the tool 
magazine ).  
Simple use of the machine axes.
The pallet magazine can store raw parts 
as well as rapid indexing pallet systems 
such as 3R, Mecatool, Yerly and others.

Integration
Bumotec integrates on customers  
demand other loading / unloading  
solutions.

The Bumotec machining centers can 
be used as stand-alone machines or as 
manufacturing cells and can be built up 
into flexible production systems.



ACCESSORIES
A large array of different equipments are availa ble 
to increase the 24 / 7 capability of the s191 V.

Paper band filtration
An ideal filtration method  
for precious and low chip ap-
plications.

Tool Probe
A 3 axis touch probe 

provides automatic tool 
offsetting as well as 

broken tool detection.

Wireless probe
Ideal for in-process 

gau ging of parts, as 
well as the aligning of 

blanks for reference 
points.

Ultra-precision SIP Engineered
Highly skilled in the process of scraping, SIP specialists 
(Société d'Instruments de Précision) perform the finishing 
geometric adjustments on the s191V SIP Engineered model 
using this process, ensuring a machine that is free of all 
mechanical tension and a stable structure.

The exceptional geometric accuracy of the machine is 
achieved by applying the rigorous and proven finishing 
processes that has earned SIP the universally acknowledged 
reputation as an unrivaled builder of Ultra-Precision machines 
for many years. All machine base contact surfaces for the 
measuring elements or guideways are scraped to obtain an 
excellent flatness and straightness to minimize any torsional 
effects. The diverse elements constituting the machine 
are successively assembled and adjusted by scraping with 
the same rigor to obtain an optimum, precise and stable 
geometry.
This scraping operation is skillfully applied to our machining 
centers, ensuring the level of delivered accuracy is equal to 
that of the class leading quality standards of SIP.

High pressure coolant pump
The unit is 100% independent:
- Full - stream cooling of cutting fluid
 - Full - stream filtering down to 5 µ
- Automatic reverse-flow filtering, 
  w / o disposables
- Pressure up to 1,450 PSI
- Volumetric pump at 6.6 US 
  gallons/min
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TECHNICAL DATA 
s191V Standard s191V Plus

Base machine Axe
Longitudinal vertical stroke (ball screw) Z 16.14 in
Transversal stroke (linear) Y 7.87 in
Stroke (linear drive) X 15.74 in
Power axis/axis force Z 6.44 hp / >1,236 lbs

Y 6.44 hp / >539 lbs
X 9.66 hp / >809 lbs

Rapids X 1,969 in/min
Y 1,969 in/min
Z 1,969 in/min

Acceleration X / Y / Z 39.36 in/s2 (1.2 g)
Resolution X / Y / Z 0.000003937 in
Machining spindle

Power S1 100% (S6 60%) 10.7 hp (12.9 hp) 17.4 hp (21.5 hp)
Torque S1 100% (S6 60%) 7.0 ft-lbs (8.5 ft-lbs) 9.2 ft-lbs (11.4 ft-lbs)
Max. rpm 30,000 min-1 (40,000 option) 30,000 min-1

Toolholder clamping force 1,798 lbs 1,798 lbs
Toolholder interface HSK-A40 HSK-A40
Through spindle coolant 1,450 PSI (option) 1,450 PSI (option)
Tool magazine

Number of tools 30 - option 60 or 90
Chip-to-chip time 3.4 s
Max. Tool-diameter 1.57 in (3.15 in if adjacent tool pockets empty)
Max. Tool-length 5.12 in (5.91 in on one tool magazine disc)
Max. Tool-weight 2.6 lbs
OPTIONS
B-axis / Tilting spindle B
Torque contin. / peak 78.2 ft-lbs / 166.7 ft-lbs 122 ft-lbs /250 ft-lbs
Rotation speed 36,000° / min (7,500 °/s2 (0 to 90° in 0.35 s) 36,000° / min (7,500 °/s2) (0 to 90° in 0.35 s)
Clamping torque 147.5 ft-lbs 147.5 ft-lbs
Resolution 0.0001° 0.0001°
Tilting range -25° / +115° -25° / +115°
C-axis /Turning spindle C1

Power 20 hp
Torque S1 / S2 / S3 30 / 38 / 50 ft-lbs
Max. Bar-diameter Ø1.97 in
Max. rpm turning mode 6,000 min-1

Clamping force 877 / 1,484 / 2,136 / 2,563 lbs (at 87 PSI)
Resolution 0.0001°
Clamping systems F38 / F48 / Ottet / Mecatool / Hainbuch / Jaw-chucks
C-axis/Rotary (w/o turning) C2

Torque contin. / peak 78 / 167 ft-lbs
Max. Bar-diameter Ø1.97 in
Rotation speed 9,000° min-1

Clamping force 877 / 1,484 / 2,136 / 2,563 lbs (at 87 PSI)
Resolution 0.0001°
Weight

Machine (without any options) 7,716.21 lbs

F = Milling
FT = Milling + Turning
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FOOTPRINT

AXIS CONFIGURATION
s191V3 with table
s191V5 (without table)
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Berthiez
Bumotec
Dörries
Droop + Rein
Heckert 
Scharmann
SIP
Starrag
TTL
WMW
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